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Editorial 
Ingrid Möller,  

European Bulletin Editor 
 

 
 
Welcome to the December issue of the ISRA 
Bulletin and a cheerful 'Hello' to everyone 
from the bright and shiny winter scene in 
Potsdam.  
 

This edition is created to inform all members 
about important ISRA-related facts. First of 
all, I like to share some reminiscences of our 
World Meeting in Luxembourg with you - not 
only in the form of some selected pictures, but 
most of all by publishing the names of our 
Award Winners and to honour ISRA's two 
new Life Fellows Leonard Berkowitz and 
Pierre Karli. To close the circle from those 
deserving senior members to the youngest 
generation, the attendees of this year's Young 
Investigators Program are introduced as well, 
of course. Thanks again to the organizer team 
for a truly wonderful meeting!   
 

At the beginning of this month, Aggressive 
Behavior got a new Editor-In-Chief: Rowell 
Huesmann was handing over the journal 
business to John Archer. Thanks to both of 
them, you can learn about the latest statistics 

concerning the ISRA journal and about ideas 
for the future. 
 

Different articles focus on the important task 
of attracting new members to the society and 
on ISRA's visibility in the public domain. Two 
clearly not unrelated issues that should be 
discussed within the society among all 
members and not only among the group of 
officers and council members, I think.  
 
Therefore, please read not only the President's 
Address and the ISRA Notices (including 
information on the initiative to join the 
National Partnership to End Interpersonal 
Violence Across the Lifespan, NPEIV) but 
also the report of the Media Violence 
Commission and Menno Kruk's reflections on 
a more proactive role of ISRA in public 
debates.  
 
Personally, I especially favour the idea to 
reach out to interested professionals. Although 
I know that many of us present their scientific 
results to interested audiences of professionals 
working in educational settings, child care, 
police, etc., and like to discuss practical 
implication of the latest research findings with 
parents, teachers, social workers and other 
relevant groups, my guess is that in 99.9% of 
those events, ISRA is not mentioned. If we 
would follow Menno's idea and start trying to 
attract interested professionals as members, 
we might think about introducing these 
audiences as well to the aims and work of our 
society. I strongly agree with Menno that 
those professionals could help us translate 
important findings in the field of aggression 
research into an easier reading and could 
become an interface towards society. 
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So the discussion about the role of ISRA in 
the public debate and on the potential 
educational role of our society remains open 
and Eric and I would like to encourage all of 
you once more to email us your perspectives 
on this topic. But of course, our goal for the 
Bulletin is also to keep our members informed 
of scholarship in the area of aggression and to 
share each other’s work. So, please email Eric 
(edubow@bgsu.edu) any materials you would 
like to see included in the next issue of the 
Bulletin in June 2013. 
 

In closing, I want to say good-bye to all of 
you, especially to those colleagues that 
became friends over time and that I most 
certainly wouldn't have met without attending 
ISRA meetings or using ISRA-"connections". 
I am leaving the field of aggression research 
and I can only hope that I will find a new 
society in another domain, that similarly 
allows for those highly stimulating academic 
debates, and for such friendly exchanges and 
easy engagements in networking activities at 
the same time.  
 

Merry Christmas &  
a Happy New Year to all of you, 

Ingrid 
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A Message from Our President,  
John Knutson 

 

             
 
Reviewing the careers of two ISRA members 
recently awarded Life Fellow status, and 
considering the obituary of a long-time friend, 
colleague and ISRA member put me in a more 
reflective mood than usual.   Mostly it caused 
me to reflect on my own points of interaction 
with each of them and how it is virtually 
certain that I would not have had the 
opportunities to get to know them personally, 
to exchange ideas about aggression research 
with them, and to be influenced by their work, 
if it were not for ISRA.  The time I have spent 
with Gordon, Len, and Pierre underscores my 
comments in the June Bulletin about why I 
value ISRA membership and participation in 
the biennial meetings. Of course, Gordon, 
Len, and Pierre are not the only members 
whose engaging presence at world meetings 
caused me to value my membership or my 
attendance.  They just happened to be the 
“stimuli” that caused me to reflect on my own 
ISRA membership this week.   
 
In my contribution to the June Bulletin I 
referenced the ISRA world meeting 
attendance data that Menno Kruk compiled a 
few years ago, with a specific focus on those 
who attend a single ISRA meeting and do not 

return.  I had expressed some hope that the 
Luxembourg meeting and the members in 
attendance would offer such a positive 
experience to the new members that they 
would surely start planning to attend the next 
meeting.  Based on feedback I received from 
some young scholars at the meeting, some 
new ISRA members, and some first-time 
attendees at the meeting in Luxembourg, I am 
very optimistic about the future.  Unsolicited 
comments from some first-time attendees and 
relatively junior researchers indicated that 
they valued the quality of the presentations, 
the scholarly interaction with other 
researchers, the interdisciplinary 
opportunities, the easy informal discussions 
with established senior scientists, and the 
development of new relationships with 
researchers who were geographically distant.  
One attendee even commented favorably on 
our having sung Happy Birthday to a senior 
member at one of the social events; the act 
was viewed as a marker of the high level of 
positive engagement and good-natured 
jocularity among the members.  Although no 
one would attend an ISRA meeting just to 
make new friends, the fact that new 
friendships develop in the course of the 
meeting certainly adds to the subjective value 
of ISRA membership. 
 
My optimism for the future of ISRA is clearly 
based on nonsystematic feedback and 
anecdotes, and I have always argued against 
“science by anecdote.”  Thus, the favorable 
responses that I received regarding the last 
meeting cannot be taken as an indication that I 
believe we can be complacent or satisfied with 
our current state.  We need to be sure that 
current members find ISRA to have high 
subjective value and renew their memberships 
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when they get their dues statements from Eric.  
For members who are not finding ISRA 
membership to be of high value, I am actively 
soliciting their feedback and their suggestions 
for changes that might enhance the value of 
ISRA membership.  I am also requesting that 
the members who find ISRA membership to 
have high value to make an effort to identify 
other researchers in the area of aggression and 
urge them to give ISRA a try.  I believe the 
meeting in Luxembourg was excellent and the 
meeting in Atlanta promises to be excellent as 
well.  The local organizers are working hard 
now to assure a successful meeting.  I believe 
it is not too early for members to start 
planning to attend the next ISRA meeting in 
Atlanta in 2014 and also start planning to 
introduce ISRA to some potential new 
members.   
 
Finally, I want to express my appreciation for 
Ingrid Möller’s editing of the ISRA Bulletin.  
Ingrid has announced her intentions to leave 
ISRA as she pursues a new career path 
unrelated to aggression research. Thus, this 
will be her last Bulletin, and the fact that she 
continued her editorial responsibilities after 
deciding to change careers reflects her 
commitment to ISRA and her felt 
responsibilities. She has done an excellent job, 
has been a totally engaged “ex officio” 
member of Council, and she will be missed.  I 
told her that we would, of course, welcome 
her back if she decides she just can’t stay 
away from research on aggression. 
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Important ISRA Notices 
 
ELECTION RESULTS 
 

President-elect: Kaj Björkqvist 
Executive Secretary: Michael Potegal 
Treasurer: Eric F. Dubow 
Archivist: Roger Johnson 
 
Council Members 
 

elected in 2012:  
Doug Gentile (USA)  
Jane Ireland (UK)  
Simha Landau (Israel) 
Larry Owens (Australia)  
Tracy Vaillancourt (Canada)  
 
elected in 2010 (expiring in 2014): 
Sarah Coyne (USA)  
Ken Leonard (USA) 
Karin Österman (Finland)  
Dominic Parrott (USA)  
Georges Steffgen (Luxembourg) 
Wayne Warburton (Australia) 
 
All current officers are listed at: 
http://www.israsociety.com/officers.html 
 
 
ISRA WEBMASTER 
 

Our ISRA webmaster is Yvon Delville, Dept. 
of Psychology, The University of Texas, 
Austin, TX 78712.  
 
Please contact Yvon at 
Delville@psy.utexas.edu if there is 
information you would like to see on the 
website.  
 
The website is: www.ISRAsociety.com  

News from the Membership Committee 
 

At the present, the involvement of the 
Membership Committee is to establish contact 
with researchers in the field of aggression, 
inform them about ISRA and invite them to join 
us. Once they have accepted the invitation, they 
should contact the Executive Secretary; send 
him/her the curriculum vitae and the requested 
information. Finally, the Executive Secretary 
evaluates the adequacy of the researcher to join 
ISRA and send him/her a letter with the 
acceptance. 
 

Manuela Martinez, Co-chair of the Membership 
Committee, informed the Council that this 
process is too slow and sometimes results in 
losing a new ISRA member. She proposed that 
the Membership Committee should be involved 
in the whole process of accepting a researcher as 
a new member of ISRA. This will reduce the 
responsibilities of the Executive Secretary and 
make the process more rapid. 
 

Council approved the proposal to involve the 
Membership Committee more actively in 
establishing the status (i.e. Fellow, Associate, 
Student) of new potential members and 
streamlining the recruitment process to assure 
potential new members are enrolled quickly.  
Because this requires a change to the By-Laws, a 
By-Law amendment is being developed. 
 
Should ISRA join the "National Partnership 
to End Interpersonal Violence Across the 
Lifespan" (NPEIV)? 
 

This issue has been discussed already two years 
ago, at the Business Meeting 2010 in Storrs. 
This year, Jacquelyn White has brought it back 
to the attention to the Council. She proposed for 
ISRA to become a member of NPEIV. However, 
no concrete action was taken at the Council 
Meeting. Have a look at the leaflet on the next 
pages to find out more about NPEIV. 

http://www.israsociety.com/officers.html�
mailto:Delville@psy.utexas.edu�
http://www.israsociety.com/�
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Information on Aggressive Behavior  
by L. Rowell Huesmann, 
Outgoing Editor-In-Chief 

 

 
 
Basic Operation 
John Wiley owns the journal, but has an 
agreement with ISRA that has an ISRA 
member serve as Editor, provides financial 
support for editorial operations to the Editor 
($12,900 for 2012), provides for members to 
receive the journal as part of their dues, and 
returns part of the yearly income from the 
journal to ISRA. All manuscripts are 
submitted through Scholar One’s “Manuscript 
Central” web system. Wiley pays for this. All 
reviewing, decisions, and processing of 
manuscripts is done on this system. Records of 
everything are automatically kept. The 
editorial office is at the Institute for Social 
Research at the University of Michigan. My 
editorial assistant, Diana Armistead, handles 
most everyday tasks. 
Editorial Operation 
As editor, I skim all new submissions, and if 
they are appropriate and have the potential to 
make a significant contribution to the field, I 
assign them to an action editor (me or one of 
the 5 associate editors). The action editor 
handles the reviewing process and makes the 
final decision on the papers they process. 
Revisions are always  transferred back to the 
same action editor. I skim over all accepted 

papers and sometimes ask for additional 
changes to meet editorial standards. I then 
send the manuscript on to Wiley’s production 
department for copy editing and production. 
 
Some Other Information 
In 2012, we have 24 outstanding consulting 
editors who do much of the reviewing. They 
agree to review one MS per month. MS 
Central keeps track of reviewing and sends out 
reminders automatically.  
 
We now publish 636 pages of 8.5x11 per year. 
Manuscripts appear on the web as soon as they 
can be made ready and often months before 
paper publication (called “Early View”). 
 
The costs of editorial operations (Diana’s time 
& mail, phone, etc.) are subsidized by Wiley 
($12,900/2012) and the University of 
Michigan. There are no honoraria for the 
editor or associate editors (other than 
complimentary ISRA membership). 
 
Since January 2007 Aggressive Behavior has 
been abstracted in Pub Med!!! 
 
Aggressive Behavior’s Impact Scores 
YEAR Immediacy 

Indexa 

5-Year 
Impact 
Scoreb 

Article 
Influence 
Scorec 

2009 0.318 2.332 0.831 

2010 0.297 2.520 0.827 

2011 0.271 2.897 1.116 
aImmediacy = Ave # cites in YEAR for articles 
published in YEAR 
b5-Year Impact = Ave # cites in YEAR for articles 
published in that year and previous 4 years 
c5-Year Influence = 5-Year Impact weighted by 
impact score of “citing” journal and normalized 
relative to all rated journals.  
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2011 Reviewing Statistics  
Number of new manuscripts 
submitted  

203  

First Decision: Total  Percent  

Rejected without 
reviews  

76  37.4%  

Rejected after reviews 62  30.5%  

Revise & Resubmit 51  25.1%  

Accept subject to 
revision 

11  5.4%  

Withdrawn 3  1.5%  

 
Final decisions as of 6/30/2012 on new 
manuscripts submitted in 2011 

Rejected 70% 

Accepted 18% 

Revise Decision, But No Revision 
Ever Submitted 

3.5% 

Final Decision Still Pending on 
6/30/12 

1.5% 

 
Publication lag for papers accepted in 2011 
Average months from 
acceptance:  

Months 

to print 4 

(1-8) 

to “easy-view” web   
publication 

2.75 

(1-6) 

Average months from date of final 
submission: 

to “easy-view” web publication 3.26 

(0 to 14) 

 

Length of review cycle for papers submitted 
in 2011 
 Average days from 
submission:  

Days 

of original Ms to 1st decision 61 

Average days to final decision 81.82 

 
More Reviewing Statistics 
During 2011, two reviewers tied for the most 
number of reviews returned, which was ‘7’. 
One of these was a consulting editor, the other 
was an ad hoc reviewer. These two had 
remarkably short turn around times for 
completion of their reviews…25 and 36 days 
per review! Our 5 least prolific consulting 
editors reviewed no manuscripts, and another 
6 reviewed ‘1’ manuscript each with an 
average lag time of 62.5 days.   
 
2012 Data as of 7/02/2012 
 YTD Prior 12 

Months 
Monthly 
avg. 

Original 
Manuscripts 
Submitted 

105 201 16.8 
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 Prior 12 
Months 

Avg. days from submission to 
first decision 

57 

Avg. Reviewing turnaround time 
(Original) 

45 

Avg. Reviewing turnaround time 
(Revision) 

38 

Avg .Time to Assign Reviewing 
(Original) 

5 

Avg. Time to Assign Review 
(Revision) 

4 

Avg. Day from submission  to 
final decision 

61 

Accept Ratio 46:167 
(27.5%) 

Aggressive Behavior - A Transition 
by John Archer, 

New Editor-In-Chief 
 

From December 2012, I shall be Editor-in-
chief of Aggressive Behavior. I take over from 
the very capable hands of Rowell Huesmann. 
During Rowell’s editorship, the journal has 
gradually risen in visibility. He was successful 
in getting it listed in MEDLINE, which is a 
bibliographic database, accessible online 
through PubMed, covering the medical and 
biological sciences. Although the content of 
the journal is on the borderline of these 
subjects, it is important for it to be included in 
these data-bases so as to maintain visibility in 
these important subject areas. 
 

As Fig. 1 shows, the average citations per 
article in the journal have steady increased 
since Rowell took over in 2004, as indicated 
by the ISI Impact Factor. Aggressive Behavior 
is now well-positioned relative to other 
journals specializing in aggression or violence.  

 

Fig. 1: Impact Factor of the journal 2004-2011 
 
Table 1 shows the Impact Factors of these 
journals for 2011, with the five-year values in 
brackets. Aggressive Behavior is the highest if 
we discount journals devoted exclusively to 
reviews, which tend to get more citations than 
empirical articles.  
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Table 1: Current Impact Factors of 
aggression journals 
*Trauma Violence & Abuse 3.27  (4.07) 
Aggressive Behavior 2.63 (2.90) 
Child Abuse & Neglect 2.47 (3.52) 
*Aggression & Violent Behavior   1.95 (2.74) 
Journal of Interpersonal Violence 1.64 (2.18) 
Youth Violence & Juvenile 
Justice 

1.37 (-) 

Violence Against Women 1.33 (2.06) 
Violence & Victims 1.28 (-) 
Journal of Family Violence 1.17 (1.56) 
Homicide Studies 0.62 (1.12) 
International Journal of Conflict 
& Violence   

0.56 (0.46) 

Journal of Aggression Conflict  & 
Peace Research 

- 

Partner Abuse - 
Psychology of Violence - 
* Indicates journals devoted exclusively to review 
articles 
 

It might be worth noting that Aggressive 
Behavior does publish reviews, and that these 
will continue to be encouraged. The journal 
also fares well when compared with specialist 
crime journals, as shown in Table 2.  
 

Table 2: Impact Factors of Crime and Law 
Journals 
Aggressive Behavior 2.63 (2.90) 
Criminology 2.47 (3.80) 
British J Criminology 2.13 (1.87) 
Criminal Justice & Behavior 1.71 (2.08) 
Legal & Criminological 
Psychology 

1.29 (1.53) 

J Forensic Psychiatry & 
Psychology 

0.62 (0.82) 

 
Altogether these stats indicate that the ISRA 
journal is well placed among its competitors, a 
position that reflects the good organization 
and leadership the journal has had over the last 
7 years.  

What of the future? Aggressive Behavior is 
never going to compete with top APA, 
neuroscience or social science journals, all of 
which publish some articles on aggression or 
violence. The journal can, however, maintain 
its position as the journal of choice for 
contributions that are of interest to other 
aggression researchers, and many of which 
have important theoretical and/or policy 
implications. The journal is distinctive in 
terms of the range of areas covered, from 
animal behavior to the social sciences: the 
website lists the full range of these. Yet the 
primary focus of many (if not most) of the 
articles is psychological or criminological. 
This poses a dilemma: how do we increase the 
range and scope of the subject-matter in the 
journal without jeopardizing the existing focus 
on these approaches? I would be interested to 
hear the thoughts of ISRA members on this 
subject.  
 

Much of my own work on aggression has had 
an evolutionary background, although I have 
always recognized that studies from other 
theoretical stances make valuable 
contributions in their own right. I shall of 
course welcome submissions containing 
evolutionary studies, and would especially 
welcome any that seek to make links between 
this way of thinking and non-evolutionary 
approaches. There is scope for this in many 
areas of aggression research, where there are 
often two strands of research, that informed by 
evolutionary principles and that informed by 
theory from the social sciences.  
 

Several people have approached me about the 
possibility of special themed issues. In the past 
I have not been very keen on these when I’ve 
seen them in other journals. This was mainly 
because I thought they took up space that 
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could be better devoted to open submissions, 
and because I thought that such articles were 
sometimes used to repeat already published 
work. I looked more carefully at some of the 
mini-special issues, in the form of special 
sections, published in Aggressive Behavior 
during recent years. These have partly 
persuaded me that such themed issues can 
have merit, especially when their purpose is 
clear, and they are subject to a similar editorial 
process to other submissions. A good example 
was the 2009 special section edited by David 
Farrington and Lea Pulkkinen, on longitudinal 
studies of aggression and crime. It seems to 
me that if a special issue could bring together 
different approaches to a topic of general 
interest to aggression researchers, this would 
serve a useful purpose. Topics might include 
the following (although I’m open to other 
suggestions): (1) violence and the culture of 
honor; (2) coalition aggression, from gangs to 
warfare; (3) the historical decline in violence, 
as covered in Steven Pinker’s The better 
angels of our nature.  
 

Finally, I would like to add a word or two 
about the review process. The system of 
dividing the editorial responsibilities between 
the Editor-in-Chief and a small number of 
Associate Editors is to be maintained. So is 
the procedure of both the Editor-in-Chief and 
the Associate Editors making an initial 
decision as to whether the submission should 
be sent out for review. This is sensible 
because it eliminates unnecessary requests for 
review. The reason for not sending a 
submission for review is obviously that the 
Action Editor considered it to be clearly 
deficient in some way, in written expression, 
design or originality, or that it was outside the 
scope of the journal. 
 

Even when the outcome of the reviewing 
process has proved disappointing for the 
author, I’d like to think that both sides will 
have benefited from it, the reviewer seeing 
research, which despite the negative 
evaluation, still has merits. For the 
unsuccessful author, it is important that he or 
she comes away from the reviewing process 
with a set of suggestions for improving the 
work so that it (or some future related work) is 
eventually publishable. Inevitably those whose 
submissions are unsuccessful are going to be 
disappointed. I have found the chapter in 
Robert Sternberg’s Guide to publishing in 
psychological journals by Melissa Warren to 
be helpful in such circumstances. It is entitled 
“Reading reviews, suffering rejection, and 
advocating for your paper”. The chapter 
contains good advice on how to react to a 
rejection letter, along with the following 
statement, which helps to place the single 
rejection into the wider perspective of an 
overall successful career: “Next time you see a 
CV with 30 journal articles, you are probably 
looking at 100 rejection letters”.   
 

That’s enough about rejection. In many other 
cases, the review process provides valuable 
feedback that enables the eventual published 
work to be much improved on the initial 
submission. This is all down to the voluntary 
unpaid work of the journal’s reviewers, 
without whom the journal couldn’t function. 
I’d like to thank you all in advance, and to say 
to prospective authors that I’m looking 
forward to your submissions. 
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Report of the Media Violence Statement Commission 
 
In December, 2011, the International Society for Research on Aggression appointed a special 
commission to prepare a report on media violence. Their charge was as follows: 
 
“The ISRA Violent Media Effects Commission is charged with the task of producing a public 
statement on the known effects of exposure to media violence, based on the current state of 
scientific knowledge. If the Commission finds sufficient evidence of harmful effects, then the 
Commission’s public statement may include public policy recommendations, keeping in mind that 
effective policies may well differ across countries because of their different legal and cultural 
traditions and systems. The statement could be an original statement by the Commission, or could 
be an endorsement or modification of one or more similar statements offered in recent years by 
other major scientific bodies and/or groups of scientists who have appropriate expertise in the 
media violence domain. The statement (if sufficiently brief) or an Executive Summary statement (of 
a longer, more detailed statement) will be published in ISRA’s journal Aggressive Behavior and 
will appear on the ISRA web site. It may also be published in the ISRA Bulletin.” 
 
The final report of the Media Violence Commission was delivered in May, 2012. It was published 
in Aggressive Behavior, 38, 335–341. The full text document is also available on the ISRA website 
www.israsociety.com/news.html#Media. At present, the report is available in English, but it will be 
translated into additional languages in the near future. The Statement has already attracted media 
attention in several countries. The press coverage is documented on the ISRA News page.  
 
This statement was written by a group of internationally recognized active researchers in the field 
of media violence to summarize current knowledge about the strength of the link between violent 
media use and aggression, explain the psychological processes by which violent media may 
increase the risk of aggressive behavior, and offer practical advice on how parents and policy 
makers can deal with the issue. 
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VIOLENT MEDIA AND AGGRESSION: WHAT IS THE ISSUE? 
The media landscape is ever changing, with new technologies resulting in greater interactivity on 
smaller, graphically superior, and computationally more powerful devices. These new technologies 
are tremendous resources for learning and knowledge acquisition at a rate unparalleled in the past. 
Unlike traditional media (such as broadcast TV), these new technologies, in combination with an 
Internet connection, give children and adolescents new ways of playing games as well as access to 
more diverse forms of visually stimulating content than ever before (Donnerstein, 2011). Access to 
such content has many benefits, but it also carries risks. Youth can now download, view, play, and 
listen to violent material any time of day or night, often from the privacy of their own rooms, and 
with little supervision from their parents. With new technologies, the opportunities for viewing 
violent content, which was once relegated to more public spaces (such as the neighborhood, the 
movie theater, or the living room), have become increasingly private. For other media contents 
unrelated to violence, it is widely accepted that what people see in the virtual reality of the media has 
an effect on their behavior in the real world. For example, the multibillion dollar advertising industry 
flourishes on the assumption that showing people media advertisements will make them more likely 
to buy the advertised product. Airlines train prospective pilots on flight simulators to teach them 
virtual flying skills before allowing them to fly a real plane. Limiting sexually explicit material from 
being shown at times when children might be watching reflects the belief that such media contents 
adversely affect young people’s development. These examples show that media contents of different 
sorts are accepted to have an impact on how people feel, think, and act in real life. However, there 
seems to be more reluctance to accept the conclusion that depictions of violence in the media have a 
similar capacity to influence people’s behavior in the real world, in particular their readiness to 
engage in aggressive behavior. Of course, watching a violent movie does not normally lead people to 
assault another person when they leave the cinema. Nor is it true that avid players of highly violent 
video games often end up as violent criminals. No respectable researchers in this area would make 
such claims. Rather, the issue is whether watching violent movies and shows or interactively 
engaging in violent games in a virtual world increases the odds that people may engage in aggressive 
behavior in a variety of forms, both in the short term and in the long term. 
 
MEDIA VIOLENCE AS A RISK FACTOR FOR AGGRESSION? 
No single risk factor causes a child or adolescent to act aggressively. Instead, it is the accumulation 
of risk factors that leads to an aggressive act (Berkowitz, 1993; Eron, Huesmann, Lefkowitz, 
&Walder, 1974). Although no individual risk factor may be necessary or sufficient to cause 
aggressive behavior on its own, each factor increases the likelihood of aggression, especially in 
response to some provocation. This model is known as the risk and resiliency model. After taking 
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into consideration numerous characteristics of the child and the environment, including risk and 
protective factors, research clearly shows that media violence consumption increases the relative risk 
of aggression, defined as intentional harm to another person that could be verbal, relational, or 
physical. 
 
WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE? 
Over the past 50 years, a large number of studies conducted around the world have shown that 
watching violent television, watching violent films, or playing violent video games increases the 
likelihood for aggressive behavior (Anderson et al., 2003; Bushman & Huesmann, 2006; Huesmann, 
2007; Huesmann & Kirwil, 2007). This is true across studies using different methods, coming from 
different countries, and covering different time periods. 
Many experimental studies, with people assigned randomly to be exposed to violent or nonviolent 
media, have demonstrated that violent media cause an increased probability of aggression in the short 
term (Anderson et al., 2004; Anderson & Dill, 2000; Bandura, Ross, & Ross, 1961; Bartholow, 
Sestir, & Davis, 2005; Bjorkqvist, 1985; Josephson, 1987; Leyens, Camino, Parke, & Berkowitz, 
1975). Many cross-sectional surveys have shown that people who are regularly exposed to more 
violent media have an increased probability of behaving more aggressively in real life. A smaller set 
of longitudinal studies has shown that children who grow up constantly exposed to violent media 
have a greater risk of behaving aggressively in real life as adolescents and adults (Anderson et al., 
2008; Eron et al., 1972; Huesmann, Moise-Titus, Podolski, & Eron, 2003; Milavsky, 1982; Slater, 
Henry, Swaim, & Anderson, 2003). Of course, as in all behavioral or medical research, some studies 
show effects and some studies do not. To determine how robust effects are, it is best when results 
from all types of studies are aggregated by meta-analyses: Meta-analysis is a mathematical method 
for combining multiple scientific studies on a topic together, including those that demonstrate an 
effect and those that do not, to test whether the effect really exists when all studies are considered. 
More than 15 meta-analyses have been published examining the links between media violence and 
aggression. There are two fascinating aspects of these meta-analyses. First, although they vary 
greatly in terms of how many studies they include and what media they focus on, they find very 
similar results (Anderson et al., 2010; Bushman & Huesmann, 2006; Comstock & Scharrer, 2003; 
Ferguson, 2007; Paik & Comstock, 1994). Second, although they find almost identical effect sizes 
(as illustrated by the three recent analyses in Table I), some of these researchers interpret the effect as 
unimportant whereas others interpret them as highly important. The empirically defined effect sizes 
are in the small to moderate range, and it is normal for scientists to differ in their interpretations of 
the importance of a given effect size. These differences in interpretation do not, however, diminish 
the fact that all the meta-analyses show that greater media violence viewing statistically predicts 
greater aggression by the viewer. 
The results of all of these meta-analyses show that exposure to media violence can increase not only 
aggressive behavior in a variety of forms, but also aggressive thoughts, aggressive feelings, 
physiological arousal, and decrease prosocial behavior. The effects of media violence can be 
different for different people, and can be very subtle, especially when examined over the course of a 
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person’s lifetime. Media violence effects have been found in all types of media examined (TV, 
movies, video games, music, cartoons, etc.) (Anderson et al., 2003; Kirsh, 2012). The effects are 
remarkably consistent regardless of the type of medium, age, gender, or where the person lives in the 
world. It is for this reason that scientific bodies such as the American Medical Association, the 
American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Psychiatric Association, and the American 
Psychological Association (among others) have all concluded that “the data point overwhelmingly to 
a causal connection between media violence and aggressive behavior” (American Academy of 
Pediatrics, 2000). A large body of research accumulated since then corroborates this conclusion. 
 

 
It is important to note, however, that these conclusions are about aggressive behavior, not criminally 
violent behavior (Coyne et al., 2008). Very few studies have looked at the effects on serious 
criminally violent behavior, and the existing evidence (and theory) suggests that the effect on 
criminally violent behavior, while significant for males (Huesmann, 1986; Huesmann et al., 2003), is 
smaller than the effect on general aggression (Savage & Yancey, 2008). 
 
WHY DO PEOPLE FIND IT SO HARD TO BELIEVE MEDIA VIOLENCE MAY BE 
HARMFUL? 
Though an extensive theory-based body of literature—including many replications and a number of 
studies using “best practices” methodologies—suggests that media violence consumption increases 
aggression, there is a persistent tendency, even among some educated people, to deny media violence 
effects (Anderson, Gentile, & Dill, 2012). 
One reason people sometimes disbelieve media violence effects is that they mistakenly think that 
media violence effects must be immediate and severe (e.g., playing a violent video game and then 
immediately shooting someone) or else they are nonexistent. In truth, media violence effects usually 
take less dramatic and instantaneous forms (e.g., a child being more defiant and disrespectful with 

TABLE I. Effects of Media Violence on Aggression and Prosocial Behavior as Documented by Meta-
analyses  

  

Bushman and 
Huesmann (2006) 
TV, movies, video 
games, music, and 

comic books 

Ferguson (2007)  
Video games 

(Experimental studies) 

Anderson et al. (2010) 
Video games 

(Experimental, cross-
sectional, and 

longitudinal studies) 
Number of independent 
samples  431 14 381 
Number of participants  68,463 1,189 130,296 
Aggressive thoughts  .18 .25 .16 
Physiological arousal  .26 .27 .14 
Aggressive feelings  .27 – .14 
Aggressive behavior  .19 .29 .19 
Prosocial behavior  −.08 −.30 −.10 
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increased media violence exposure (Dill, 2009); or an adult being less helpful to others (Bushman & 
Anderson, 2009)). Furthermore, if one has a vested interest in violent media (e.g., one creates or uses 
violent media), cognitive dissonance and the need to maintain a positive self-image motivates the 
denial of media violence effects (Bushman & Huesmann, 2012). 
 
HOW DOES MEDIA VIOLENCE WORK? 
Short-Term Effects 
When children (and adults) experience something new, such as a novel color or object or feeling, a 
cluster of cells in the brain is allocated to recognize that thing again and differentiate it from other 
things we know. These “nodes” are activated whenever we experience that thing another time. 
Importantly, when two things are experienced together, they start to become “wired” together (such 
as a rose and its distinctive smell). Things that we experience together frequently become more and 
more strongly linked in our neural network of known concepts, feelings, and memories. Eventually, 
activating one node partially activates the other, a process called spreading activation. Consequently, 
even in very young children, a lot of different indicators of aggression and violence have neural paths 
linking them (guns and fighting, verbal insults and hitting, etc.). 
As a result, any time a person is exposed to a violent scene, the resulting activation of nodes spreads 
out to linked nodes and activates them, at least a little. This neural process is called priming. 
(Huesmann, 2007; Huesmann & Kirwil, 2007; Jo & Berkowitz, 1994). When nodes associated with a 
behavioral tendency are primed, it makes it more likely (but not certain) that the behavior will occur. 
This behavior is more likely to occur if other stimuli simultaneously prime the node (Jo & Berkowitz, 
1994). For example, studies show that, if a person is insulted by another person, the mere sight of a 
gun can push that insulted person over the threshold to retaliate aggressively against the provoker 
(Berkowitz & LePage, 1967). The priming effect of the gun, combined with the activating effect of 
the insult on the node for that particular aggressive behavior, pushes its activation over the threshold, 
thus resulting in aggression. Similarly, exposure to media violence primes all sorts of nodes 
associated with aggression. If other priming events or provocations occur at about the same time, 
aggression can ensue. 
The other important neural process that causes a person’s observation of violence to be followed in 
the short run by an increased risk of aggressive behavior is mimicry (Huesmann, 2007; Huesmann & 
Kirwil, 2007). Humans, like a number of other primates, are wired in to mimic others’ behaviors. 
Humans have specialized neurons, called mirror neurons, that probably promote such mimicry. A 
particular mirror neuron fires whenever a particular behavior, for example, hitting, is performed or 
observed. Although there is much still to be learned about the neurophysiology of the mimicry 
process in humans, it is clear that people, and particularly young children, tend to mimic whatever 
they see others doing. We are fortunate to have this mimicry mechanism, as it promotes the rapid 
acquisition of all sorts of important skills. However, when what is observed is aggressive behavior, it 
also promotes aggressive behavior by the observer. 
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Longer Term Effects 
Often in life, a complex array of sensations, feelings, and concepts are activated together in certain 
circumstances, and these become linked together in a complex knowledge structure in our brain 
called a schema or script (e.g., knowledge about what a supermarket is, where the groceries are likely 
to be, relevant memories and feelings, and a script for how to behave). These knowledge structures, 
once activated, are key determinants of behavior, and may influence what we do outside of our 
conscious awareness (Huesmann, 2007; Huesmann & Kirwil, 2007). 
Many schemas, scripts, and feelings are undoubtedly consequences of human evolution (e.g., fear of 
being alone, scripts linking anger to aggression). However, crucially, our neural networks and the 
knowledge structures within them are modified and shaped through learning from our experiences 
with the world around us as we grow up. Parents and peers are important elements in this world, but 
for today’s child, the mass electronic media is another influence that many children experience a lot. 
Just as with parents or peers, being with media is enough to guarantee the learning of scripts, 
schemas, and beliefs from it. Importantly, the content of the media determines what is learned. When 
that media is educational or carries messages about caring and helpful behavior, the child’s 
developing neural network will reflect that input. However, if the content is violent, the developing 
neural network will also reflect that input. With media, the content is crucial. 
 
Learning. Ultimately, the effects of violent content are learning effects in the brain. The human 
brain, like a few other primate brains, is uniquely wired to imitate what humans see being done. 
Imitation occurs in infants, in toddlers, in children, and in adults, but young children are particularly 
susceptible to imitate what they see. It is not an exaggeration to say, “Children see, and children do.” 
Furthermore, imitation in humans (more generally called observational learning) goes far beyond 
simple mimicry. Children make inferences about what they see being done and develop normative 
beliefs about the appropriateness of specific behaviors. If they see someone solving a social problem 
by behaving aggressively, they store away in their memory a script for behaving that way and a 
belief that it is acceptable to behave that way. Much later they are more likely to behave the same 
way if they decide to use the script (Huesmann, 2007; Huesmann & Kirwil, 2007). 
Aside from being sources for imitation, violent images such as scenes in movies or games or pictures 
in a comic book act as triggers for activating aggressive thoughts and feelings already stored in 
memory. If these aggressive thoughts and feelings are activated over and over again by repeated 
exposure to media violence, they become chronically accessible, and thus more likely to influence 
behavior. One may also become more vigilant for hostility and aggression in the world, and therefore 
begin to feel that some ambiguous actions by others (such as being bumped in a crowded room) are 
deliberate acts of provocation. 
Media characters are attractive role models, especially if their violent actions on the screen are 
presented as justified and socially acceptable. If the violent content is rewarded and seen as “fun,” 
then aggression concepts will be classically conditioned with positive feelings. These will likely 
result in changes to attitudes and beliefs about aggression, such as seeing aggression as a more 
acceptable response to provocations. Changes to thoughts and feelings can result in changes in 
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behavior, but not necessarily in a mechanistic way—more by changing the odds that a provocation 
will be met with an aggressive response. Video games in particular are excellent teachers. They use 
many of the same techniques that the best teachers use, which is why educational video games are so 
effective. Games teach whatever the content is, so math games can teach positive attitudes about 
math, if the game is fun, as well as specific math skills. In the same way, violent games can teach 
aggressive attitudes. Importantly, if teachers wish to teach for transfer to the real world, they teach 
the same underlying skill in multiple ways. Similarly, when gamers play many different types of 
violent games (controlling for overall amount of violent gaming), aggressive attitudes and behaviors 
appear to transfer more easily to the real world (Gentile & Gentile, 2008). With violent video games, 
there is still another subtle process. After you first try something, one of the best ways to learn to do 
it well is to repeat it, and if you repeat violent actions in a game over and over, it will result in more 
and more changes to the brain that make behaving that way more likely. 
 
Desensitization to violence. Another reason why playing violent video games or watching violent 
films and TV increases the risk for the viewer behaving more aggressively is because the viewer or 
player becomes emotionally “desensitized” to the violence. Media researchers have known for a long 
time that desensitization to violence is an outcome of exposure to media violence. Desensitization 
can be broadly defined as the reduction or elimination of cognitive, emotional, physiological, and 
ultimately behavioral responses to a stimulus. Desensitization is a common and protective experience 
in everyday life. As humans, we are simply not capable of prolonged arousal to any specific event, 
whether happy (like a child’s success) or disturbing (like a school shooting). 
Desensitization to violence disrupts the process of moral evaluation because the desensitized 
individual will not perceive or respond to the cues that typically would initiate evaluative processes 
(Funk 2005; Huesmann, 2007; Huesmann & Kirwil, 2007). Therefore, negative actions may occur 
without consideration of their moral implications, or a needed prosocial action may not be initiated 
(Bushman & Anderson, 2009). Emerging research identifies a link between exposure to media 
violence and desensitization, as measured in psychophysiological and behavioral research, over both 
the short and the long term (Bailey, West, & Anderson, 2011; Krahé et al., 2011; Strenziok et al., 
2011). 
 
WHAT ACTION SHOULD BE TAKEN? 
Parental Monitoring 
It is getting harder and harder for parents to monitor their children’s media use, primarily because of 
increasing access to portable media devices. However, studies have shown that parents can go a long 
way toward monitoring their children’s access to violent media, and importantly, toward teaching 
their children to be critical viewers of the media, both of which may lessen the impact of media 
violence effects (Nathanson, 2003). 
We recommend that parents know what media their children and adolescents are using. Rating 
systems often provide too little detail about media content to be helpful, and in any case are no 
substitute for parents’ watching, playing, or listening to the media their children use. Parents can also 
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set limits on screen use (The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends no screen time for 
children under 2 and no more than 1–2 hr. total screen time per day for children/youth 3–18), and 
that parents discuss media content with their children to promote critical thinking when viewing. 
Schools may help parents by teaching students from an early age to be critical consumers of the 
media and that, just like food, the “you are what you eat” principle applies to healthy media 
consumption (Warburton, 2012). 
 
Public Policy Implications 
Most public policy has focused on restricting children’s access to violent media, an approach that has 
significant political and legal challenges in many countries. It would be more fruitful to put efforts 
into improving media ratings, classifications, and public education about the effects of media on 
children. Several studies have demonstrated that the current age-based ratings favored by most 
countries have serious validity problems (Gentile, Maier, Hassonde, & Bonnetti, 2011). In addition, 
they may act as magnets to attract children to violent media (Nije Bijvank, Konijn, Bushman, & 
Roelofsma, 2009). Therefore, ratings could be greatly improved, and if linked to increased public 
education about why it is important to use ratings, this could be greatly beneficial. 
 
CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
One conclusion appears clear-extreme conclusions are to be avoided. Not every viewer or player will 
be affected noticeably, but from understanding the psychological processes involved, we know that 
every viewer or player is affected in some way. Some commentators have argued that violent media, 
especially violent video games, are the primary cause of school shootings. Other commentators have 
argued that there is no good evidence of any harmful effects of violent media, usually based on the 
results of one or two studies. Neither extreme is supported by the vast body of research in this 
domain. What is clear is that exposure to media violence is one risk factor for increased aggression in 
both the short run and the long run. 
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Video Game Violence - Towards a 
Proactive ISRA!  
by Menno R. Kruk 

 
Roger Johnson's Summary 
In our December Bulletin Roger Johnson 
nicely summarized and analysed the events 
around the disappointing decision of the U.S. 
Supreme Court on Violent Video Games. As a 
citizen of the Netherlands and relative 
outsider, unfamiliar with the intricacies of the 
U.S. judicial system, I am probably even more 
baffled than Roger. Yet I do agree with most 
of his reasoning. I also agree with Roger's 
suggestion that ISRA could have played a 
more prominent role. But when this issue 
came to our attention, it was already too late.  
 
From the specific to the general problem.  
My point is: ISRA is totally unprepared to 
handle such issues, in fact any scientific issue, 
in the public debate. But in my view 
something can be done about it. ISRA needs 
to increase its visibility in public debate on 
aggression related issues in society. In my 
view that should be done proactively, and 
without necessarily explicitly taking a 
particular side. Otherwise any debate on any 
problem in the public discourse on aggression 
will be subject to quacks, and sensationalists 
with too easy one-liners, as it too often is.   
 
Freedom of Speech? 
As a citizen of the Netherlands, a country with 
a long standing tradition of "freedom of 
speech", I am really puzzled by the way 
lawyers are able to stretch that right far 
beyond the original intention of its authors and 
use it in this particular case. Anyway whose 
freedom of speech are they talking about: the 
freedom of our children, the freedom of the 
media, or the freedom to produce disgusting, 

mind blowing trash? Trash that also invades 
the Netherlands to be sure and affects our 
children, too.  
 
Games in Court 
What worries me is not that a U.S. Supreme 
Court apparently decides on whether a new 
law is within limits set by the constitution. 
Judging and interpreting laws is their job. But 
what does baffle me is that we as scientists 
have allowed the scientific debate to slip out 
of our hands to such an extent that it seems as 
if the court had the last word in a scientific 
issue. No matter how "supreme" the members 
of that court are, they are not scientists, and 
science is not a matter of casting and counting 
votes.  
 
We Should Have Done More 
Roger is correct when he states that during my 
stint as president-elect and president, little was 
achieved in enhancing ISRA's role in the 
public debate on aggression. Our first interest 
was re-activating ISRA's internal structure, 
e.g., by increasing council participation in our 
decisions and meetings, by reducing our 
inactivity between World Meetings, and by 
encouraging young investigators to participate 
in ISRA. We also tried to increase ISRA's 
visibility by a new logo and a leaflet on its 
core mission. But that was only a tiny first 
step in that direction. 
 
The Commission Solution? 
However, I am afraid that appointing a 
commission to prepare a statement on this 
particular issue afterwards may not be a 
structural answer to the general problem. It 
seems to me that such is rather like "closing 
the stable door after the horse has bolted". It 
will not prepare ISRA for similar challenges 
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that are likely to come up in the future. It will 
always be “too little too late.” 
 
Reaching out to the Public 
Wouldn't it be a nice idea if the interested 
layperson would be informed about the 
scientific issues at hand before they become 
legal issues and go before the court? Wouldn't 
it be nice if such persons would know where 
the most relevant information can be found? 
For instance, at an ISRA-site or from an ISRA 
official? Not just on videogames and media 
aggression but on many more socially 
important issues where ISRA members are 
leading like bullying, intimate aggression, 
brain mechanisms, ostracism, and genetics?  
 
ISRA's Dual Mission 
Roger is right to cite our mission statement, 
and our constitution on ISRA's aims in this 
context. It is also excellent that he recalls the 
two-fold intentions of ISRA's founders. He 
may be one of the very few active members 
who has known all founders. One of their 
intentions was to show that aggression, 
dominance, and conflict can be studied as a 
scientific issue. ISRA made that point clearly 
during the past 40 years. Their other intention 
was that such knowledge should be used in 
society to understand and reduce aggression 
and violence. But do we reach that goal? I 
think not. 
 
Changed Science–Public Relationships 
40 years ago science was a much more 
respected authorative activity in our world 
than it is today. We assumed that scientific 
evidence and answers should ultimately 
provide the last word in society. But times 
have changed and ISRA has done less well on 

the second task of making aggression research 
heard outside academic circles. 
 
What About Concerned Others? 
To deal with this issue and with similar issues 
which will doubtless arise in the future, we 
would need a pro-active ISRA, an ISRA that 
is visible in the public domain. Not necessarily 
an ISRA that takes sides and issues definite 
statements, but an ISRA that actively informs 
the concerned public on the ongoing scientific 
debate and shapes and takes an active role in 
that debate. There must be millions of parents, 
teachers, and educators in the world who are 
concerned about the effects of media violence 
and violent games. I imagine that even quite a 
few teenagers and students find these images 
and games disgusting. That is doubtless also 
true for societies’ concerns for violence in 
general. 
 
Engaging Public Interest 
We could learn from the debate on alcohol and 
aggression, domestic violence, bullying, 
smoking and health, and the debate on climate 
change, especially when large economic 
interests are at stake. Like aggression, these 
are not issues where science writes on a blank 
slate. It is very much unlike astronomy, 
chemistry, physics, or liver biochemistry, etc., 
where every new finding is new to the general 
public. The Higgs boson exists, there is water 
on Mars, and we all believe it!  
 
Not a Blank Slate 
Almost all people do have pre-existing 
opinions on aggression, health, the weather, 
etc., long before they are faced with scientific 
research and facts. They need to. They may 
not even be prepared or willing to face 
scientific facts. They may even have a stake in 
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not wanting to be confronted with facts. That 
is the kind of people one is trying to inform. 
Let my cite a voice of a leading scientist in 
another hotly contested public debate on 
scientific data: "climate change": 
 
"It's really unfortunate that people with 
antiscientific views, who regard science with 
disdain, can rise to the highest level of 
government in this country." 
Michael E. Mann. Sci. Am. p 66-69. March 
2012. In: Hit them with the hockey stick 
 
Pro-Active Scientific Information 
If science is to have an impact on such issues 
it requires informing and sensitization of the 
general public that something important is 
going on in science that affects our lives and 
ideas. Michael Mann again:  
 
"No longer can scientists stay isolated in their 
laboratories and trust that the impact of their 
work will percolate honestly and productively 
into the public discourse. Scientists need to be 
proactive in ensuring that their science is 
communicated as accurately as possible"  Sci. 
Am. p 66-69. March 2012. 
 
Where is ISRA? 
The analogies with aggression research are 
obvious. In the case of ISRA public visibility, 
there should be a continuous effort not just on 
media violence or violent video games, but on 
other aggression-related public issues as well. 
In my opinion, over the years, ISRA played no 
visible role in the public debate on aggression, 
and possibly not even in the debate in general 
scientific circles. If there is any public debate, 
others seem to have taken over. There was 
only one contribution of an ISRA member in 

the special issue this year of "Science" on 
human conflict.   
 
What are we afraid for?  
In my view we are afraid that our involvement 
in public debate will harm our ability to 
remain an organization to study aggression in 
a "strictly scientific" way. We would rather 
leave it to others to implement our findings. 
But studying an important social phenomenon 
in scientific isolation is a contradiction. The 
current case of violent video games shows that 
such an attitude may misfire. Roger is correct: 
charlatans may steal the lead on serious 
science. In any case, a stand-offish, ivory 
tower attitude will be poorly understood by 
the general interested and concerned public. In 
the long term it may make ISRA socially 
irrelevant, and moreover it may make it harder 
to get serious aggression research funded.  
 
Participating is NOT Taking Sides 
It is true that ISRA "overstepped its 
boundaries" of its expertise on the Seville 
Statement on War and became associated in a 
futile involvement as an NGO with the UN. 
Both proved divisive and disruptive to our 
society. These unfortunate events proved that 
making definite (over)statements or 
associating with political bodies is not ISRA's 
role. However, in my view, withdrawing from 
the public debate in the "ivory tower" of pure 
science is an extreme reaction, especially so in 
areas where we have access to excellent 
scientific research data and a well informed 
active membership. If we are confident in the 
robustness of our scientific work, then we 
should not be afraid to inform the public 
debate. The alternative is leaving the field to 
other interests.  
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A Digressive Example  
Stay with me while I digress a little. As a one-
time president and officer of the Dutch 
Behavioral Biologists, I often wondered why 
biology had so little impact and such a low 
status in society in teaching, while its 
implications for individuals and society were 
so obvious, at least to us, especially compared 
to so-called hard sciences such as nuclear 
physics, astronomy, and chemistry? A former 
colleague, who at one point in his career went 
into marketing, but was about to become the 
director of the scientific organization for 
biologists in the Netherlands told me: "Menno 
we neglect our largest "market". Me: "Market, 
what do you mean?" "We biologists forgot to 
enlist our natural allies: the teachers and 
educators, a much larger group than all active 
scientists in biology taken together". He set 
forth to reach out to teachers, high school 
students, and educators, translated modern 
biology into classroom experiments, and 
devoted an important section of our monthly 
News Bulletin (Bionieuws) to biology 
education. Teachers and students 
enthusiastically interacted with universities, 
and consequently the status of biology in 
schools and society increased. Some very 
good science emerged from this interaction, 
too. 
 
Concerned Professionals in ISRA  
Similarly, there must be thousands of 
professional citizens, teachers, educators, 
community workers, and maybe even lawyers, 
concerned about one or another aspect of 
aggression and violence. Do we reach out to 
them? Do we provide them with the scientific 
ammunition they need in the public debate? 
Or do we tell them to look up the scientific 
literature, for which they probably have little 

time, and may lack the training. I am afraid we 
have lapsed into the latter option. ISRA could 
pro-actively be part of the public debate on 
issues in aggression by elucidating the 
scientific pro's and con's of certain points of 
view to the general interested public.  
 
Expanded Membership 
How? Interested professionals, not active in 
research, can become ISRA members, can't 
they? There is nothing in our constitution that 
forbids us to allow concerned, interested 
professionals to become a member. ISRA's 
constitution even has a special provision for 
such members. Do we have any such 
members? And, if so, what do we do for 
them? And if not, why don't we try and reach 
out to such professionals? They could become 
an interface towards society, and help ISRA 
translate important findings in aggression 
research into easier, jargon free, reading. One 
could devote a special section of the bulletin 
to such publications. Think about the many 
modern possibilities of the Internet to support 
similar activities. Linked to our Website or as 
independent activity. 
 
A Change of Mind 
Let me cite Michael Mann once more: 
 
"It's perfectly appropriate for science to 
inform one's view of policy matters. What's 
wrong is for one's policy views to influence the 
way one does science". Sci. Am. p 66-69. 
March 2012 
 
ISRA doesn't have to take one particular stand 
to be noticed as organization in the public 
debate. It can still remain devoted to research 
within the confines of "strict science". 
However, if there is a public debate on an 
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aggression-related issue, ISRA could sponsor 
symposia, or a public lecture, while 
ascertaining the scientific level, for concerned 
professionals. Also ISRA could provide 
accessible information, on such issues as 
media violence, bullying, ostracism, school 
shootings, and school climate for high school 
teachers or even as a help for student 
assignments.  
 
A Pro-Active ISRA 
If ISRA wants to be seen as an authorative 
organization of experts in the fields of conflict 
dominance and aggression, it needs to reach 
out in a pro-active way and implement the 
implicit intentions of our founding fathers and 
mothers. Not by instituting another committee, 
or by a cumbersome change in our by-laws or 
constitution. A change in our own minds and 
in our sometimes too legalistic views on 
ISRA's role is required. ISRA can no longer 
be assured that our expertise will somehow 
trickle down to the general public and the 
regulatory authorities in our societies. 
Aggression is too important. If we want to be 
heard we need to do something about it.  
 
ISRA needs to be heard 
How many gun toting violent incidents, 
inspired by videogames, does a peaceful, 
stable society (e.g., Norway) need to be 
destabilized? One Brevik, two, or three? How 
many high school shootings does one need to 
change the educational atmosphere for 
teenagers in all high schools? The answer is 
clear: very, very few. Technology to detect 
concealed weapons is not the answer to such 
problems. Rather, first rate interdisciplinary 
research on the developmental, 
pathophysiological, social, and physiological 
mechanisms involved, and on prevention, are 

called for. But such research should make 
itself heard. 
 
Voorhout, 07-07-2012 
 
Menno R. Kruk (PhD) 
former President, ISRA 
 
 
Note added in proof:  
A very similar kind of argument in favor of an 
active role of science and scientific 
organizations can be found in an editorial by 
Alan I. Leschner, in the 17 August issue of 
Science. Alan should know about our 
problems and dilemmas, for he used to come 
to aggression meetings with important work 
on chronic stress on the fight flight balance in 
mice. He now is the chief executive officer of 
the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science and executive 
publisher of Science. 
 
Capably Comminucating Science Alan I. 
Leschner 
Science, 237, 17 August 2012, p.777 
 
Voorhout, The Netherlands, 30 November, 
MRK.  
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Treasurer's Report 
 
ISRA continues to be a scientifically engaging organization, and also a financially viable one, with 
relatively stable membership trends over the past few years: we have nearly 200 members, 
approximately 40-45% of whom are from outside of the United States. The Council and Officers 
have stressed the need to continue efforts to increase our membership numbers, noting the benefits of 
membership. Annual membership dues continue to be just $60 for fellows or associate members and 
$30 for students. Membership includes: the opportunity to attend our high quality scholarly biennial 
World Meetings; a subscription (paper, electronic, or both) to Aggressive Behavior; our biannual 
(June, December) Bulletins; and interacting with a wonderful and diverse group of colleagues 
interested in aggression research. So please encourage your colleagues and students to join ISRA!!! 
Interested individuals can simply send an email to Executive Secretary Mike Potegal, 
poteg001@umn.edu, to apply for membership—it’s that easy! 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Eric Dubow 
 
 
FINANCIAL REPORT: Year Ending 12/31/11 
 
Assets as of 12/31/2011 
 
TOTAL: $164,403.54  
 
Income from Jan. 1, 2011-December 31, 2011  
• Membership dues received: $9,655 
• Interest income: $392.68 
• Proceeds from John Wiley and Sons for Aggressive Behavior: $26,228.19 
 
TOTAL: $36,275.87  
 
Expenses from Jan. 1, 2011-December 31, 2011  
• Funds paid to Wiley for members’ Aggressive Behavior subscriptions: $11,276.50 
• Minneapolis officer’s meeting: $3342.85 
• Administrative assistants: $1,991.08 
• Other (checks, tax preparation, state fees for 501c3 registration, web hosting): $916.57 
• Bank charges (credit card processing fees, wire transfer fees): $703.86 
 
TOTAL: $18,230.86  
 
 

mailto:poteg001@umn.edu�
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 ISRA MEMBERSHIP TRENDS 2009-2012 
 2009 2010 2011 2012 
Complimentary* 29 29 29 29 
Life Fellows 3 3 6 6 
Fellows/Associates 168 139 146 144 
Students 17 19 14 16 
Total 217 190 195 195 

        * AB editor/editorial board members 
 

ISRA MEMBERSHIP TRENDS BY COUNTRY 
 2009 2010 2011 2012 
 Australia: 7 

Austria: 1 
Belgium: 1 
Canada: 14   
China: 2 
Finland: 5   
France: 4   
Germany: 5   
Ireland: 4 
Israel: 4   
Italy: 2 
Luxembourg: 1 
Netherlands: 8   
Poland: 3   
Portugal: 1 
Russia: 4 
Spain: 8 
Sweden: 1 
UK: 23   
US: 119 
 
 
 
 
TOTAL: 217 

Australia: 7 
Austria: 1 
Belgium: 1 
Canada: 11   
China: 2 
Finland: 5   
France: 3   
Germany: 8   
Ireland: 2 
Israel: 2   
Italy: 2 
Luxembourg: 1 
Netherlands: 6   
Poland: 5   
Russia: 2 
S. Africa: 1 
Spain: 7 
UK: 16   
US: 108 
 
 
 
 
 
TOTAL: 190 

Australia: 7 
Austria: 2 
Belgium: 1 
Canada: 10   
China: 2 
Finland: 4   
France: 4   
Germany: 5  
Israel: 4  
Italy: 1 
Luxembourg: 2 
Netherlands: 6  
Norway: 1  
Poland: 3  
Russia: 3 
S. Africa: 1 
Spain: 6 
UK: 15  
US: 118 
 
 
 
 
 
TOTAL: 195 

Australia: 9 
Austria: 2 
Belgium: 1 
Canada: 13   
China: 2 
Croatia: 2 
Denmark: 1 
Finland: 5   
France: 4   
Germany: 8   
Greece: 1 
Israel: 4  
Italy: 1 
Luxembourg: 1 
Netherlands: 6  
Norway: 1  
Poland: 1   
Russia: 4 
South Africa: 2 
Spain: 8 
Turkey: 1 
UK: 13   
US:105 
 
TOTAL: 195 

% Non-US Members 98/217 = 45% 82/190 = 43% 77/195 = 39% 90/195 = 46% 
 

Figures about the Luxembourg Meeting, July 2012  
provided by Georges Steffgen & André Melzer 

 
• 164 submissions, including symposia, 11 rejected 
• 209 presentations 
• 293 registrations, about 250 "full" registrations, 165 paid, 40 ISRA paid 
• about 200-220 participants 
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Photos of the 2012 ISRA World Meeting in Luxembourg 
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The pictures from the ISRA 2012 World 
Meeting are now online, available for 
registered participants only.  
 
If you have any problems to access the picture 
gallery please email André Melzer: 
andre.melzer@uni.lu  
 
Your organizers of ISRA World Meeting 
2012.  
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YOUNG INVESTIGATOR 
PROGRAM 2012 

 

The 2012 ISRA meeting in Luxembourg 
featured a very enjoyable and successful 
Young Investigator’s Program. The program 
was made possible by the thoughtful planned 
arrangements and excellent on-the-spot 
problem solving of organizers André Melzer 
and Georges Steffgen. The 12 YIs, chosen 
from 42 applicants came from Australia, 
Canada, Finland, France, Hungary, The 
Netherlands, South Africa, the UK, USA, and 
Uruguay. Their interests spanned the range of 
biological, psychological and psychiatric 
aspects of human anger and aggression as well 
aggression in other animals.  
 

Following a suggestion of the 2010 YIs, the 
YI Pre-Meeting Workshop before the opening 
reception focused on reviewing grants written 
by the YIs, their projects planned or in 
progress, and open discussion of research 
issues they brought up. At two lunches and a 
dinner during the meeting itself, the YIs had 
the opportunity for informal discussions with a 
rotating panel of mentors.  
 

Panel 1 mentors included Profs. James Blair 
(plenary speaker), Nicola Graham-Kevan, 
Randy Nelson (plenary speaker), and Larry 
Owens.  
Panel 2 mentors included Profs. Sarah Coyne, 
Robert Elwood, Miles Hewstone (plenary 
speaker), and Jackie White. 
Panel 3 mentors included Katja Bertsch (2010 
YI), Profs. Ken Dodge (plenary speaker), 
Ulrike Krämer, and Tracy Vaillancourt. 
 

A fine time was had by all and we expect to 
see these nice folks in Atlanta in 2014. 

Michael Potegal 

Enrolled in this year’s YIP: 
 
PhD students: 
 
Paul Adachi 
 
Franziska Dambacher 
 
Ada Johansson 
 
Emma Fabiansson 
 
Youssef Hasan 
 
Nadia Laubscher 
 
María Meikle 
 
Aron Tulogdi 
 
Post-Doctoral Fellows: 
 
Gareth Arnott 
 
Matthew Fuxjager 
 
Working Psychologist: 
 
Ingrid Obsuth  
 
Assistant Professor: 
 
Jill Lobbestael 
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Experiencing the YIP 2012 
 
I am currently finishing the second year of my 
PhD program in Psychology at Brock 
University, in Ontario, Canada. In terms of my 
research, I am interested in the relation 
between video games and aggression. While 
there has been extensive interest in the link 
between video game violence and aggression, 
there is limited research on the relation 
between video game competition and 
aggression. The focus of my research program 
has been on isolating the effect of those two 
video game characteristics on aggression, 
using both longitudinal and experimental 
research methodologies.  
 
I heard about the Young Investigators (YI) 
program from a former Brock student, Justin 
Carré (who was a YI in 2010), and I applied 
because I thought it would be a good way to 
network with senior aggression researchers as 
well as other YIs who were up and coming in 
the field. Fortunately, I had many 
opportunities to talk with senior researchers 
during the three “meals with mentors.” Not 
only did I get the chance to ask these 
researchers specific questions about their 
research programs, but I was also able to 
inquire about potential post-doc opportunities 
as well as strategies for acquiring an academic 
position. 
 
I also had many opportunities to interact with 
the other YIs during the YI pre-conference 
workshop, led by Mike Potegal. During this 
workshop one of the YIs was kind enough to 
present her current grant application, and as a 
group we practiced reviewing this application 
which I found to be quite informative. In 
addition, several YIs presented their ideas for 

future research projects, and we discussed 
these ideas and offered feedback. I particularly 
enjoyed a conversation we had about our 
experiences with different laboratory measures 
of aggressive behavior, such as the 
Competitive Reaction Time Test and the Hot 
Sauce paradigm. 
 
I would strongly recommend the YI program 
to other young researchers, as the 
opportunities for networking are excellent. In 
addition, YIs are offered compensation for 
travel and accommodations, which is 
especially helpful for those traveling from 
different continents. I would like to thank 
Mike Potegal for all his hard work in 
organizing the YI program, as well as the 
mentors for taking the time to meet with the 
YIs. Overall, it was a great experience, and I 
look forward to ISRA 2014. 
 

Paul Adachi 
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Lagerspetz Awards 2012 
 
The 2012 winners of the Lagerspetz Awards were chosen by a committee chaired by Kaj Björkqvist 
& Karin Österman. 39 applicants (23 females and 16 males) from 18 different countries were eligible 
for the award. 44 presentations were submitted. Nine senior ISRA members served as raters. Every 
presentation was rated by two raters.  
 

Raters  
Kaj Björkqvist  Åbo Akademi University, Finland 
Enrique Chaux  Universidad de los Andes, Colombia 
Sarah M. Coyne  Brigham Young University, USA 
Jozséf Haller  Institute of Experimental Medicine, Hungary 
Ingrid Möller  University of Potsdam, Germany 
Karin Österman  Åbo Akademi University, Finland 
Phillip Slee  Flinders University, Australia 
Tracy Vaillancourt  University of Ottawa, Canada 
Jacquelyn White  University of North Carolina at Greensboro, USA 

 
Ten presentations were planned to be awarded. This year, however, four contestants received equal 
scores (8.5 of a maximum of 10) at slot #10, at the day of the gala banquet on July 21, and, 
accordingly, 13 awards were given. Three additional applicants gave their presentations the day after 
the award ceremony at the banquet. It was decided that if any of these would receive a score of 8.5 or 
higher, s/he would also be awarded. One of these presentations was subsequently awarded. Thus, 
exceptionally, 14 awards were given this year. 

Kaj Björkqvist 
 

Award Winners 2012  
Paul Adachi  Brock University, Canada 
Frederike Beyer  University of Lübeck, Germany 
Rebecca Bondü  University of Potsdam, Germany 
Federica Calcagnoli  University of Groningen, The Netherlands 
Justin Carré  Wayne State University, USA 
Chi-Ching Chuang  University of Missouri-Columbia, USA 
Lylla D'Abreu University of Sao Paulo, Brazil  
Emma Fabiansson University of New South Wales, Australia 
Matthew Fuxjager University of California, USA 
Youssef Hasan University of Pierre Mendès-France, France 
Ada Johansson Åbo Akademi University, Finland 
Vered Zioni Koren Blich High School, Israel 
Estrella Montoya Utrecht University, The Netherlands 
Anja Schultze-Krumbholz Freie Universität Berlin, Germany 
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Life Fellows 2012 
 
Since the founding of the Society, ISRA has occasionally awarded Life Fellow status to scholars who 
have made a distinguished lifetime contribution to research on aggression. The Constitution and By-
Laws specify that Life Fellows shall be nominated by the Nominations Committee and confirmed by 
the Council. This year, two new Life Fellows, Leonard Berkowitz and Pierre Karli were 
designated at the Biennial World Meeting in Luxembourg.   
 

Leonard Berkowitz is currently the Vilas Research Professor Emeritus in the Department of 
Psychology University of Wisconsin - Madison. Professor Berkowitz has been contributing to the 
empirical and theoretical literature on aggression for some 5 decades. He is best known for his 
formulation of a cognitive neoassociation model that links negative emotion to the emergence of 
aggression. Although he is retired, Professor Berkowitz continues to be actively engaged in analyses 
of this model, as reflected in “A Different View of Anger: The Cognitive-Neoassociation Conception 
of the Relation of Anger to Aggression” published earlier this year in Aggressive Behavior. Professor 
Berkowitz has been a long-time active member of ISRA, serving as President in 1981-82, attending 
and presenting his work at most of the biennial world meetings, and continuing to serve on the 
Editorial Board of Aggressive Behavior. The Life Fellow award is among many awards he has 
received from scholarly societies, including: American Psychological Association, Society for 
Experimental Social Psychology, Association for Psychological Science, and the American Academy 
of Arts and Sciences. It should be noted that Professor Berkowitz was also a recipient of the Scott 
Award from ISRA, presenting his address at the 2008 meeting in Budapest. Unfortunately, Len was 
not able to join us in Luxembourg this year. 
 

Pierre Karli is currently Emeritus Professor at the Faculty of Medicine and Honorary President of 
the University Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg, and a member of the French Academy of Sciences.  
Professor Karli’s early research focused on the neurophysiology of vision and it was an area of work 
in which he made many contributions. In the 1950s, working with rats and mice, and forced to house 
animals in shared space, he serendipitously discovered muricide by some of his rats. Most 
importantly, he recognized the potential importance of the finding and commenced a productive 
career on the neurobiology of interspecific and intraspecific aggression. In the 1970s Professor Karli 
became an active member of ISRA, serving as President in the 1979-80 biennium. As President of 
ISRA he called for greater scholarly integration of aggression research conducted by neuroscientists 
and that conducted by researchers focusing on human aggression.  This theme of integrating basic 
neuroscience with environmental and social influences on human aggression has occupied most of 
his work in recent years. Professor Karli was the founder and president of the Institut pour la 
Promotion du Lien Social (IPLS) whose purpose is to contribute to peace by strengthening social 
cohesion and communication and using research and public discourse to advance those goals. He 
continues to be an active ISRA member, attending the most recent meeting in Luxembourg and, of 
course, engaging in active discussions with neuroscientists, social psychologists, and clinicians. 
 

John Knutson
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Pierre Karli, ISRA Life Fellow,  
a Creative, Inspiring Visionary. 

A personal account from the early days. 
by Menno Kruk 

 

A Well Deserved Honor 
It was in the early spring of 1972, more than 
40 years ago, that I first met Pierre Karli. In 
retrospect it seems like another era. I really 
need to go back that far in time, to show, from 
personal experience, how well deserved the 
ISRA Fellowship of Pierre Karli is. Karli was 
an inspiring visionary far ahead of his time. 
When we last met him on the XXth ISRA 
World meeting in Luxembourg, I found he 
was still very much the same admirable, 
cultured person and still a visionary, inspiring 
scientist, a philosopher and a humanist.   
 

Another Epoch 
In Western Europe, at that time, people still 
had vivid memories of a devastating war 
fought on their own soil. Money had not yet 
been made the main measure of man. Impact 
factors and H-ratings were unknown. 
Cooperation rather than competition was 
viewed as the key to scientific and social 
progress. In general society, stakeholder rather 
than shareholder interests held priority. 
Continuity of company and community were a 
main concern. Hedge funds were unheard of. 
Creative reconstruction, not creative 
destruction was the theme.  
 

Training in France 
Accordingly, Volkswagen, the car company, 
had devoted a sizable part of its profits to a 
European Program to train young scientists in 
Brain and Behaviour Research. Just getting 
back from years of military service after my 
graduation, I was one of the lucky youngsters 
to qualify for a training course in France. In 
Paris I updated my knowledge in classical 

neuroscience and physiology. In Bordeaux I 
learned a lot about hormonal regulation, but to 
my taste, there were disappointingly few good 
topics in behavioral neuroscience in the 
course.  
 

Language as a Scientific Tool 
At a kiosk at a corner of the Boulevard Saint 
Michel, I had bought a recent issue of the 
French popular science journal “La 
Recherche”. It held a fascinating publication: 
“Les Conduites Agressives” (the aggressive 
behaviors), by Pierre Karli (1). It was a review 
of his early work in Strasbourg on brain 
mechanisms in mouse-killing, aversion and 
reward. At about the same time, Karli gave an 
honorary seminar for a large scientific 
audience in Paris. I was mesmerized by the 
beautiful, clear and precise way Karli was 
using the French language as a scientific and 
philosophical tool. Shortly afterwards I 
learned that Karli was also fluent in both 
English and German. 
 

Asking the Right Questions 
Even more entrancing was the audacity and 
vision of the research. Immediately I tried to 
get permission to spend the last part of my 
training period in Karli’s lab in Strasbourg. 
But the course leaders were reluctant to grant 
me that privilege. In their own words: “Vous 
savez ....,  ce que fait Karli, est très, très 
criticable, du point de vue physiologique!” 
(You know, from a physiological point of 
view, what Karli does can be easily criticized). 
Inexperienced as I was, I thought, “Maybe, but 
according to me he is asking the right 
questions”. There were many conflicting 
oversimplified ethological, psychological, and 
physiological concepts on brain mechanisms 
in aggression fashionable in the early 
seventies. In Strasbourg, in my view, they 
were doing the right thing: i.e. critically 
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validating such ideas in exciting experiments. 
In the end I got authorization to go.  
 

A Happy, Creative Team 
Once in Strasbourg, I learned that Karli had 
assembled a hardworking team of talented and 
experienced co-workers. There was 
Marguerite Vergnes who had obtained a PhD 
on mouse killing just a year earlier, Françoise 
Eclancher-Didiergorges, who was working on 
a PhD in the development of aggression, and 
Jean-Paul Chaurand who just completed his 
PhD project on mesencephalic involvement in 
aggression. I still have their 1973 theses (in 
French). I also became friends with 
hardworking Pierre Schmitt, who taught me 
implantation surgery. Schmitt was studying 
the interactions between aggression, reward 
and aversion. I also vividly remember cheerful 
Any Jund, always around to help with research 
and technical details.  
 

A Hospitable Environment 
Like many other scientists from abroad - 
before and after me (e.g. Richard Bandler, 
Patricia DeFeudis and many others) - this 
team made me feel very welcome indeed. 
Karli recognized that teams of mixed 
nationalities, gender, disciplines and 
experience are invariably the most successful 
and influential. I spent one of the most 
formative periods of my life in his lab. I had 
no research duties of my own, but I could 
freely participate in ongoing experiments, or 
spend time in the excellent library. I would 
return to the lab, ask questions, talk about 
emerging ideas and my own research plans. In 
retrospect I can see how their friendly candor 
influenced our own research. Later I often 
returned to the lab, to meet other talented co-
workers like Antoine DePaulis, Pascal 
Carrive, Guy Sandner, and Georges Di Scala. I 

gave a few seminars in French or English, and 
attended the 1st European ISRA Meeting 
organized by Pierre Karli.  
 

Technology  
The technology used at that time was still 
crude by twenty-first century standards. 
However, the surgical and stimulation 
technology I myself used till a couple of years 
ago, was basically a miniaturized version of 
the Strasbourg technology. Adapted to the 
strain and rigors of intraspecific fights 
between rats. Nowadays we have functional 
genetic lesions, functional imaging, opto-
genetic stimulation etc. However, that was all 
far into the future. Science fiction. 
 

Well Defined Questions  
However, any methodological shortcoming – 
from our present day’s hind-sight only - was 
more than compensated for by the conceptual 
sophistication and scholarship inspired by 
Karli’s thorough knowledge of the literature. I 
remember that Karli once asked me how many 
years my own new grant would run. Four 
years I told him. He was clearly shocked: 
“Pour faire une bibliography serieuse, il vous 
faut ou moins trois ans-et-demi, donc il ne 
reste que six mois pour votre experiments”.  
(In order to do a serious literature study you 
need at least 3.5 years, so you will have only 
six months to do experiments). At that time it 
meant going to the library, scanning titles, 
sending reprint requests, copying abstracts and 
making notes by pencil and paper. These days 
modern computerized retrieval technology, 
supports such tasks. But the implicit warning 
is still the same: “Think well before you get 
started. Get your questions well lined up.” I 
was to stay 40 rather than 4 years in 
aggression research, to learn that lesson over 
and again...  
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Early French Publications 
Much of the early work of Karli’s group was 
initially published in French. That was not 
unusual those days. English wasn’t as 
dominant a scientific language as it is now. 
One leading Physiological Journal was still 
published in Paris in French, Physiology and 
Behavior accepted manuscripts in French as 
late as 1976. One can still find the titles in 
PubMed in brackets. E.g. Vergnes M, Karli P. 
[Elicitation of aggressive behavior etc.], 
French, No abstract available, CR Seances 
Soc Biol Fil (1963) etc. etc. Fortunately most 
of this early work found its way into the 
English speaking scientific community in later 
publications.  
 

An Early Visionary 
Karli’s early French publications make 
fascinating reading. Karli’s conceptual 
thinking was far ahead of its time. One finds 
many ideas that are now viewed as new and 
modern. E.g. the context dependency of 
effects of drugs and hormones; the interactions 
with aversion and reward; the importance of 
early “social” experience on brain 
mechanisms. One also finds sophisticated 
comparisons between human and animal 
aggression. There are also early studies on the 
effects of gonadal hormones, catecholamines, 
tranquilizers etc. Karli also argues early on 
that the apparent differences of aggressive 
forms should be viewed as expressions of a 
dimensional continuum. And he warns against 
a much too strict and arcane taxonomy of 
distinctions. He also makes a strong and 
repeated case to study the causes of individual 
differences as a way forward in aggression 
research. There are much more advanced 
modern concepts to be found in his early 
studies. In the same period there was a social 

and scientific “push back” emerging against 
research on aggressive brain mechanisms.  
 

“Aggressive” Brain Mechanisms? 
In 1973, Eliot S.Valenstein published the 
influential book “Brain Control” (2). This was 
a period where frontal lobotomy to “cure” 
behavioral problems was still popular. It was 
also believed that aggression could be induced 
from almost any place in the brain, depending 
on the stimuli present in the environment. That 
book served a laudable social purpose: to stop 
irreversible, ineffective medical interventions. 
That message still stands. No medical 
interventions without a sound scientific basis. 
However, it was also a rather unfruitful 
scientific viewpoint, based on inadequate 
technology. For a long time afterwards work 
on brain mechanisms in aggression was 
considered “modern phrenology”, and its 
students were viewed followers of the Paduan 
criminologist Lombroso. It was against that 
fashionable: “one flew over the cuckoo’s nest” 
social background that the independent work 
of Karli’s group in the same period should be 
considered avant-garde. 
 

Modular Mediation of Aggression 
These days we rely on sophisticated imaging-, 
tracing- and genetic technology to understand 
brain functions in aggression. Much of what is 
produced in that field is still underdeveloped. 
In my view, because we still have to learn to 
ask better, conceptually validated behavioral 
questions. Karli most certainly will agree. This 
brings me back to Karli’s publication that 
caught my fancy in Paris the early spring of 
1972. He published a figure on how brain 
areas subserving specific functions, in an 
interactive dynamic network promote and 
modify the aggressive response of mouse 
killing (1). The similarity to modern ideas on 
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networks in intraspecific attack in other 
species is still striking. Today, of course, we 
know much more about the complexity of 
such networks. However, the underlying 
concept of functional interaction and feedback 
of brain areas is still valid. And the idea of 
specific modular brain functions is widely 
accepted now. 
 

Social Bonding  
After his retirement from direct brain research 
Karli remains an active scientist following and 
participating in the debate on aggression 
research and especially in the new emerging 
topic of social bonding. Shortly before the 
ISRA World Meeting in Budapest I wrote him 
in a letter:  
 

“It is also wonderful to read that you are still 
actively instigating and following new 
developments. Social bonding is becoming a 
hot topic in the converging social and 
neurosciences. Actually, I am increasingly 
reflecting on the problems caused by 
aggression as a collateral consequence of 
failures in the development of social bonding. 
One may also wonder whether ISRA's views 
on aggression shouldn't embrace such a 
perspective too. In a longer perspective than 
my ISRA presidency I can see such a 
development coming."  
 

We talked about that theme a little in Budapest 
and Karli announced that he was writing a 
book on that topic. The book, “Le Besoin de 
l’autre. Une approche interdisciplinaire de la 
relation à l’autre” (The need for others, an 
interdisciplinary approach of the relation with 
others), published in 2011, develops a 
wonderfully inspiring perspective on this topic 
(3). It will doubtless again inspire significant 
other scientists.   
 
A Well Deserved Honor 
The earliest publications of Karli, I can trace 
date from 1951. The earliest publication on 
aggression I can find is from 1955. After a 
successful career of more than 60 years in 
neuroscience, aggression and conflict, and a 
lifelong commitment to ISRA, as council 
member and president, his Life Fellowship 
awarded on ISRA’s XXth World Meeting 
constitutes our well deserved, long overdue 
expression of our recognition and respect. 
 
(1) Les conduites agressives, Pierre Karli. La 
Recherche, 18 (1971),  pp1013-1021. 
 (2) Brain Control, Eliot S. Valenstein. Wiley 
Interscience (1973). 
(3) Le Besoin de l’autre. Une approche 
interdisciplinaire de la relation à l’autre, Pierre Karli. 
Editions Odile Jacob (2011).
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Obituary to Gordon W. Russell 
 
Gordon W. Russell, a long-time active 
member of ISRA died peacefully on January 
11, 2012 at the age of 80. Professor Russell 
spent his academic career in the Department 
of Psychology at the University of Lethbridge, 
Alberta, where he was a member of the 
founding faculty since 1967. He had a visiting 
research fellowship in Social Psychology at 
the University of Sussex, Brighton, England in 
1973-74. Born in Calgary, Gordon spent most 
of his life in Alberta, Canada. After retirement 
in 1995 he continued to be active in writing 
and research as an emeritus professor at 
Lethbridge. Because of the ease of electronic 
communication, Gordon relocated to the “mild 
Canadian climate” of Sidney British Columbia 
where he continued an active engagement in 
writing and research.   
A social psychologist, Gordon’s primary 
research interests were in the areas of sport 
psychology, human aggression, and collective 
violence. He was particularly successful in 
combining those lines of research in his 
empirical work and his integrative writing on 
aggression in sports evidenced by both 
participants and spectators. In addition to his 
over 60  publications in peer-reviewed 
journals, Gordon’s books included: Violence 
in Intimate Relationships (1988), The Social 
Psychology of Sport (1993), Sport 
Fans (2001), Sport Science Secrets (2001), 
and Aggression in the Sports World: A Social 
Psychological Perspective (2008).  His final 
book, Sport’s Open Secrets (2011) was 
released shortly before his death.  During his 
long membership in ISRA, Gordon Russell 
made many significant contributions. He 
served as Treasurer for six years (1988-1994) 

during a time when the ISRA finances were 
rather precarious and he was remarkably 
successful developing an investment strategy 
that paid considerable dividends. In his typical 
self-deprecating style, he dismissed his 
success as Treasurer as a fortuitous benefit of 
a short-term advantageous exchange rate 
between the Canadian and US dollars. Later 
Gordon served as Executive Secretary from 
1996 to 2000. Gordon organized two highly 
successful ISRA meetings, one an “off year” 
regional meeting in Victoria British Columbia 
in the early ‘80s and the Biennial World 
Meeting in Banff in 1990.  Both were well-
attended, smoothly run, and were a reflection 
of his organizational abilities and dedication to 
ISRA. In addition, he served as the book 
review editor for Aggressive Behavior for 
almost a decade.   
In the last decade, his own and family health 
circumstances kept Gordon from attending the 
ISRA meetings. He did, however, take an 
active interest in the programs and the venues. 
It was his intention to attend the meeting in 
Luxembourg, and he was looking forward to 
connecting with new and old ISRA members 
and engaging in scholarly discussion. As an 
active scholar, he always approached scientific 
discourse and debate with humility and respect 
for his colleagues.  He set a high standard for 
ISRA membership and he will be missed by 
his ISRA colleagues. He is survived by his 
wife Audrey Russell; his children Cam Russell 
and Shelley (Curtis) Svidal; and his 
granddaughters Serena and Sierra.  

 
John Knutson 

 

http://www.amazon.ca/Violence-Intimate-Relationships-Gordon-Russell/dp/0893352314/ref=sr_1_9/701-2601407-8396349?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1186962944&sr=8-9�
http://www.amazon.ca/Violence-Intimate-Relationships-Gordon-Russell/dp/0893352314/ref=sr_1_9/701-2601407-8396349?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1186962944&sr=8-9�
http://www.amazon.ca/Social-Psychology-Sport-Gordon-Russell/dp/0387977929/ref=sr_1_3/701-2601407-8396349?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1186963016&sr=1-3�
http://www.amazon.ca/Social-Psychology-Sport-Gordon-Russell/dp/0387977929/ref=sr_1_3/701-2601407-8396349?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1186963016&sr=1-3�
http://www.amazon.ca/Sports-Fans-Psychology-Social-Spectators/dp/0415924634/ref=sr_1_5/701-2601407-8396349?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1186963077&sr=1-5�
http://www.amazon.ca/Sports-Fans-Psychology-Social-Spectators/dp/0415924634/ref=sr_1_5/701-2601407-8396349?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1186963077&sr=1-5�
http://www.trafford.com/robots/01-0040.html�
http://www.amazon.ca/Aggression-Sports-World-Psychological-Perspective/dp/0195189590/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1238681995&sr=8-1�
http://www.amazon.ca/Aggression-Sports-World-Psychological-Perspective/dp/0195189590/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1238681995&sr=8-1�
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Book Review  
 
Review of Using Social Science to Reduce Violent Offending (2012), Joel A. Dvoskin, Jennifer L. 
Skeem, Raymond W. Novaco & Kevin S. Douglas (Eds.), American Psychology Law Society 
Series, Oxford University Press.   
 
Reviewed by Professor Jane L. Ireland, School of Psychology, University of Central Lancashire, 
UK. 
 
This varied collection of thirteen chapters sets out to examine how the influential ‘What works’ 
literature can usefully feature in forensic practice involving the management of violence.  This is 
covered across the lifespan, addressing adults and youth offenders and extended to focused groups 
such as sexual offenders.  The book offers a useful update on the ‘What Works’ literature, with its 
applied approach assisting to make the book of value to a wide audience, including practitioners, 
policy-makers and academics.  Indeed, its application is far broader than for a correctional audience 
alone, particularly the chapters focused on contextual issues and responsivity principles.   
 
It is not my intention, however, to comment on each chapter.  Instead, I intend to illustrate this 
review by outlining the contributions of some specific chapters, whilst also offering a more general 
view on the book in its entirety.  To commence, the chapter offered by David Farrington entitled 
Contextual influences on violence is a particular good example of a highly valuable chapter.  This 
well constructed contribution expands beyond correctional services and covers the importance of risk 
factors and longitudinal research.  The brief summaries given for each relevant risk factor are of 
particular value, as are the range of risk factors outlined.  It includes excellent reference to violence 
theory, with presentation of the Integrated Cognitive Antisocial Potential (ICAP) theory.  This was a 
well considered inclusion and a real contribution to the literature, integrating risk factors with 
cognitive processes.  It will assist academics as they seek to further research the topic of aggression 
and also antisocial behaviour, as well as practitioners seeking to offer empirical formulations of 
client behaviour.  This chapter was followed by a very interesting piece on the role of the electronic 
media by Muniba Saleem and Craig A. Anderson.  This covered risk and protective factors, the 
impact of media on aggressive behaviour and attitudes, and factors influencing the impact of media 
violence.  It should prove an excellent resource for those interested in a good summary of the key 
factors in this area, with attention also given to implications for practice.   
 
It is not possible to review this book, however, without special mention being made of the chapter on 
a Risk-Need-Responsivity model written by Don Andrews, with this falling within the section on 
approaches to individual offenders.  Don Andrews is a key figure in the history and development of 
the ‘What Works’ literature and although he may be familiar to those involved in correctional 
research, his significant contribution to the field may not be so familiar to others.  His chapter 
provides a timely reminder of the background to Risk-Need-Responsivity principles.  It is also 
composed in a very accessible manner, with the inclusion of an appendix covering the main 
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principles and issues involved.  This appendix was very welcome content I thought and likely to 
prove an essential resource to anyone preparing to deliver treatment.   Indeed, these principles are not 
always fully captured in the aggression intervention field, perhaps due to their focused attention 
within the broader concept of antisocial behaviour.  Its inclusion in the current book is therefore an 
excellent one.   
 
This contribution is followed by a chapter that has been led by another influential author in this field, 
Paul Gendreau, who along with his co-author, Paula Smith, presents a chapter exploring assessment 
and treatment strategies for prisons.  Again, this chapter outlines the core elements of ‘What Works’, 
updating this to focus on more recent developments in assessment and treatment approaches.  The 
take home message from this chapter is one of ensuring treatment/rehabilitation programmes are 
designed, implemented and evaluated in accordance to a range of specific principles.  It includes 
discrete implementation guidelines that should prove invaluable in this respect and make the process 
of achieving this more manageable to those unfamiliar with this area. 
 
Equally significant though is the chapter presented by John Monahan and Henry J. Steadman on 
Extending Violence Reduction Principles to Justice-Involved Persons with Mental Illness, with these 
authors principle figures in the area of mental health and aggression.  The value of this chapter 
perhaps lies most in its focused application to community interventions and attention to the content 
of interventions for those with a serious mental illness.  It includes the principles in a very structured 
manner, making use of a planning tool – the Sequential Intercept Model [SIM] – to outline the key 
premises for intervening.  As with a number of the chapters in this text, the content of the current 
chapter also includes focus on critical evaluation and examining what gaps there are in current 
knowledge.  These are useful inclusions and, coupled with included content on implications for 
practice, ensure some uniformity across chapters.  This leaves readers with the perception that 
despite its varied content, the text is managing to achieve coherence and to draw similarities. 
 
The section covering “A Way Forward” successfully builds on the earlier chapters by focusing 
attention on how the suggested changes, observations and implications can successfully be 
implemented.  The chapter by James McGuire, another key figure in the ‘What Works’ literature, 
entitled Addressing System Inertia to Effect Change is a good example of this.  It is refreshing to see 
a chapter with such content since the frustration of trying to implement programmes that adhere to 
the ‘What Works’ literature in organisational systems resistant to change is a topic close to the heart 
of many practitioners.  Talking academically about what should be included in successful 
interventions is one skill, but actually implementing these interventions is another.  James McGuire’s 
chapter completes a very useful commentary on the challenges to implementation, covering context 
issues, the importance of linking research and practice, and the challenges likely to be faced by those 
implementing interventions.  The latter is often characterised by limited or poor guidance, a point 
made well by McGuire in a refreshingly frank manner. 
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Overall I felt this text had considerable content to offer, with value not just in enhancing academic 
understanding but also in providing guidance and, crucially, reassurance to those seeking to 
implement interventions.  If I was to offer any constructive points to what I feel is an excellent text, I 
would just suggest that the title could have been broadened to reflect antisocial behaviour as well as 
violence and perhaps even have incorporated ‘What Works’.  I am just not convinced the title sells 
the true quality of this text and may indeed be under-selling it.  The application and content of this 
text is far broader than ‘violence’ alone and this is essential to recognise.  Overall I warmly 
recommend this text.  I feel its varied approach ensures there is content relevant and of interest to all.  
It should prove itself an invaluable resource.      
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This space is reserved for YOU! 

 
Have you recently published a book? 
Are you about to launch a new book? 

 
Why not share this information with all other ISRA members who might be more 

than interested to read or recommend it to colleagues and students? 
 

If you would like to see an advertisement for your book in the next Bulletin 
in June 2013, please contact Eric (edubow@bgsu.edu). 
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Two old ISRA members, Martin Ramirez and Borisz Szegal, organizers of two previous European 
ISRA conferences in the 80's (Seville and Szombathely), are organizing a CICA conference for this 
coming June in an island in the Danube archipelago, near Budapest, with the possibility of pleasant 
walks or idyllic boating. All ISRA members and their colleagues are invited to attend. 
 

XXXVI  CICA International Conference  
(36th International Conference on Conflict and Aggression) 

 
Towards Understanding Conflicts, Aggression, Violence and Peace 

Jankovics Kúria 
Rácalmás, Hungary 
June 23 – 26, 2013 

 

Dear Colleagues, 

On behalf of the CICA (International Conference on Conflict and Aggression) Scientific Committee 
we would like to invite you to attend, as a scientific contributor or just as a passive participant, at the 
XXXVI CICA International Conference. It will be held at the Jankovics Kúria, Rácalmás, near 
Budapest (Hungary), from the evening of the 23rd to the morning of the 26rth of June 2013. 

Although this specific conference is focused mainly to theoretical, empirical and applied contents 
from all behavioral science perspectives related to conflict, aggression, violence and peace, any 
proposal for papers and symposia related to the relationship between brain and aggression is 
welcome.  
 

For more information, see:  http://www.cica-conference-hungary.site90.net 
See also: http://www.cicainternational.org 
 

We suggest that all interested participants contact us ASAP not only obviously if they have any 
further question on the conference, but also for informing us about their intention of attending, or 
submitting a scientific proposal, in order to send them ulterior updatings on logistic matters and to 
have a more exact information about the prospective number of participants.  
 

We should also be most grateful if you could pass this message on to anyone who might be interested 
in attending the meeting. 
 

Please contact the local organizer, Prof. Borisz A. Szegál, Department of Education, College of 
Dunaújváros, Dunaújváros (Hungary), cicaconfhungary@gmail.com  
(with Cc to: aggressionresearch@med.ucm.es) 
 

Sincerely yours, 

Borisz A. Szegál & J. Martín Ramírez 

http://www.cica-conference-hungary.site90.net/�
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Submission of proposed symposia/thematic sessions/workshops: March 25th, 2013 

Abstracts:        April 15th, 2013 

Notifications of acceptance:      April 25th, 2013 

Early registration:       April 30th, 2013 

 
 

 
Call for Papers 

 
Oral presentations and posters as well as suggestions for organization of round tables, seminars, 
symposia or workshops should be submitted in English via e-mail. 
 
Although this specific conference is focused mainly to theoretical, empirical and applied contents 
from all behavioral science perspectives related to conflict, aggression, violence and peace, any 
proposal for papers and symposia related to the relationship between brain and aggression is 
welcome.  
 
The importance of integrating theoretical frameworks and findings from multiple disciplines is 
emphasized. Therefore, some areas of particular interest are: 
 
• Theoretical and methodological approaches to conflicts, aggression, and violence  
• Transfer of empirical research on conflict, aggression, violence, or peace research  
• Determinants, mechanisms and diversity of societal –political, economic, social, cultural- 

conflicts 
• Prevention, management and resolution of conflicts. Alternative dispute resolution, mediation in 

conflict management 
• Global, regional and local conflicts  
• Implications of racial and ethnic diversity on conflict, aggression, crime and violence 
• Cognitive and emotional processes related to racial and ethnic conflicts 
• New challenges to national and international security  
• Psychological and social impact of aggression and violence resulting from diversity, social 

economics, war, media exposure, and /or terrorism  
• The study of terrorism, its causes, manifestations and impact on international relations. 
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Submission Guidelines 

 
Fill in the Registration Form below and send it to: 
 
Borisz A. Szegál & Martin J. Ramirez, Organizing Committee 
cicaconference@hotmail.com  with Cc to: aggressionresearch@med.ucm.es 
 
 

REGISTRATION FORM 
 

International Symposia on Comparative Analysis of Conflicts and Aggression (C.I.C.A.) 
XXXVI International Conference  

 
Towards Understanding Conflicts, Aggression, Violence and Peace 

 
June 23 – 26, 2013 

 

Name(s) of Presenter(s) 

Affiliation(s) 

Address(es) 

Short biosketch of each participant or author 

 Email(s)  

Telephone(s)  

Mobile Telephone(s) 

Suggested symposium (please identify a chairperson and a primary contact person) 

Title of paper or poster 

Abstract (max. 500 characters) 
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Registration Fee 

 Early Bird 
(Before April 30) 

Regular  
(After April 30) 

Professionals 240 EUR 290 EUR 
Students and accompanying persons 190 EUR 340 EUR 
 
Registration fee (VAT is included) entitles all participants to the following: 
 
• An introductory social mixer – Welcome Party 
• Opening Ceremony 
• Full attendance to all conference sessions and exhibition area 
• Congress Bag 
• All official documents (conference program, book of abstracts, certificate of attendance, name 

badge, etc.) 
• Daily Refreshments and Coffee Breaks 
• Lunches (3) during the conference 
• Gala Dinner  
• Visit to the Gellért Spa  
 
Payment  
Payments of the Participation Fees should be arranged as bank transfers to the following bank 
account (IBAN code):  HU27 1201 0635 0109 9165 0020 0007. Make reference to Dr. Szegal Borisz, 
Chair, CICA Conference. 

Cancellation Policy 
Registration payments will be refunded as 50% of the payment if a written cancellation is received 
by the local Organizing Secretariat before 1st of May, 2013. Please note that there will be no refund 
for cancellations received  after 1st of May, 2013.  
 
All participants will receive a final confirmation letter upon their registrations. Please keep your final 
confirmation letter with you in order to show during the registration in case it is required. 
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General Information 
 
Congress Venue: Jankovics Kúria, Rácalmás, Hungary 

Travel Information: All major airlines have direct flights to Budapest. You are recommended to 
check major budget airlines (Ryan Air, Wizz Air) for low prices. 

Upon arrival to Budapest use public transport or taxi to get to the Déli Railway Station. Trains from 
Déli depart to Rácalmás every two hours. The journey will be 1 hour 15 minutes. 

You may also use your own vehicle. Free parking will be provided for the conference participants. 

Detailed travel information will be sent to the participant in May. 

The official language of the congress is English. 

Climate: At the end of June daytime temperatures in Budapest are usually in the range of 25 to 35 
Celsius. 

Visa and Letter of Invitation Requirements:  

Hungary is a member state of the Schengen Zone of the European Union. If you need a visa to enter 
the Schengen, check with the Hungarian Consulate nearest to you.  

Individuals requiring an official letter of invitation in order to attend the conference can write to the 
Organizing Committee. Registration is required. This procedure is designated to assist participants to 
obtain a visa or permission to attend the meeting and does not apply to registration fees or other 
expenses. 

Currency: The Hungarian currency is Forint (HUF).  Its exchange rate as of November 2011 is; 
EUR 1= HUF 282, and US$ 1 = HUF 220. Foreign money can be changed by banks during working 
days (09.00- 17.00 Monday - Friday) as well as hotels, exchange offices. Exchange rates are set daily 
by the Central Bank. All major credit cards are accepted in most of the hotels, restaurants and shops. 
Automated bank machines are available at many points throughout the city and the airport. 

Time: Hungary is 1 hour ahead of Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). 

Electricity: The electrical power supply in Hungary is 230 volts. 

 
Accomodation: All participants are kindly requested to arrange their personal accomodation directly 
at the Kúria, www.jankovichhotel.hu letting them know that they belong to the CICA conference: 

 

http://www.jankovichhotel.hu/�
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ISRA Membership List (as of 12/10/2012) 
 
Below the membership list is published (sorted by country) indicating, names, affiliations and contact 
information. 
 
AFRICA 
Laubscher Nadia University of the Free State Laubschernadia2@gmail.com 
Odendaal Zurika University of the Free State odendaalz@ufs.ac.za 
 
AUSTRALIA 
Birch Philip University of New South Wales p.birch@unsw.edu.au 
Daly Anthony University of South Australia Tony.daly@unisa.edu.au 
Denson Thomas F. University of New South Wales t.denson@unsw.edu.au 
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ISRA: an Interdisciplinary Society 
  
ISRA, the International Society for Research on 
Aggression, founded in 1972, is an international 
interdisciplinary, organization dedicated to the 
study and dissemination of information on the 
causes and consequences of aggressive behavior 
and violence in all of its forms and contexts.   
 

 
 

The Social Burden of Violence 
 

The human capacity for aggressiveness and 
violence inflicts a considerable burden on society.  
Obviously, it can lead to death and immediate 
physical injury, but it also creates long-term 
physical and emotional disabilities. In addition, 
violence has a profound effect on those who 
witness it, such as the families and communities of 
the victims. Moreover, it impairs the ability of 
communities to address important public health 
issues, such as infectious diseases, malnutrition, 
urban decay, and environmental hazards. Violence 
and aggression often prevents the delivery of 
critical public services, such as emergency 
management and education. Such effects on 
society tend to exacerbate the very adverse social 
conditions that promote aggression, facilitating a 
vicious circle, with violence as a crucial factor.   
 

 
 

home page: www.israsociety.com 
 

ISRA's Core Mission 
 

Effectively addressing violence and aggression, 
whether it be child abuse, domestic violence, 
homicide, terrorism, sexual violence, or civil wars, 
requires a sustained focus by international 
scientists. ISRA's principal mission since 1972 is to 
show that aggression and violence, as well as 
alternative ways to resolve conflicts, can be 
successfully studied using scientific methods.  
 
 

 
  

Members, Meetings and Media 
 
• ISRA members gather for World Meetings every 

other year on alternating continents. 
• All members receive Aggressive Behavior the 

official journal of ISRA at a discount. 
• Members receive the ISRA E-Bulletin. 
 
 

 
 

From Understanding to Solutions 
  
Finding solutions to the pervasive consequences of 
aggression, requires a multidisciplinary approach. 
To understand the complex causes, our research 
addresses brain and other physical processes that 
underlie the human capacity for violence and the 
psychological processes that facilitate violent 
actions. Strategies providing alternatives to 
violence are studied together with the social 
factors that serve to promote or prevent violent 
behavior. Importantly, students of aggression 
studies are increasingly moving  beyond the simple 
awareness of new results in other disciplines, to 
develop important research approaches that span 
multiple disciplines. As a result, novel areas of 
synergy and convergence between different 
disciplines and methodologies emerge. ISRA 
meetings and media provide the forum and the 
multidisciplinary audience.  
 

 
 
 Join ISRA & Turn page!  ► 
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A Multidisciplinary Society  
  
ISRA is home to virtually all scientific disciplines 
interested in aggression and violence, such as 
psychology, neuroscience, anthropology, animal 
behavior, endocrinology, primatology, psychiatry, 
genetics, pharmacology, sociology, and 
criminology. Joining ISRA will help you to reach 
the right audience for your own research. Its 
meetings provide an optimal forum to learn about 
novel concepts and advances in other fields. 
Members enjoy reduced registration fees at ISRA 
meetings.   

 
 

 
Awards  

 
• Each World Meeting the John Paul Scott Award  is 

presented to a scientist with a distinguished 
lifetime contribution to aggression research. 

• Presentation Awards are granted to young 
scientists for excellence in presentation of original 
research to a multidisciplinary audience.  

 
 

 
The ISRA Logo 

 
The ISRA logo reflects our intention to advance 
the understanding of a deeply rooted behavior. The 
humanoid figure in the logo was modified from a 
petrograph called "the warrior" on the Minnesota-
Ontario border1). The figure seems to  express the 
ambivalent human attitude towards aggression. 
The figure faces us, a spear in its left hand, 
reflecting potential to kill. The tip of the  spear 
points downwards, so the weapon is not about to 
be thrown. The right hand is up and open, a stop-
signal in many cultures, and often a signal of 
peaceful intent. The heart-shaped body expresses 
force and human’s emotional nature. 
 
1) M Furtman, Magic on the rocks  (2000) ISBN: 0-

916691-02-0 
 

 
 

Home page: www.israsociety.com 

Membership 
  
ISRA has four kinds of members: 
• Fellows are scientists working in any biological, 

psychological or social science on problems of 
aggression. 

• Associates are scientists or professionals 
supportive of the Society’s goals but who are not 
actively engaged in aggression research. 

• Student members are graduate students  
nominated by a Fellow of the Society. 

• Life Fellows are chosen on a significant lifetime 
record in aggression research.   

 
 

 
Joining ISRA 

 
In order to join the society, please send a CV to:  
 
Prof Michael Potegal  
Executive Secretary ISRA 
MMC 486 
420 Delaware St SE 
Minneapolis MN 55455 
 
E-Mail: poteg001@umn.edu 
 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Name _________________________________ 
Address ________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
 
Affiliation ______________________________ 
E-Mail _________________________________ 
Phone Office   Phone Home  
__________________ ___________________ 
 
Dues including Aggressive Behavior subscription 
□ Fellow 60$   □Associate 60$  □ Student 30$  

 
These are 2010 rates 

 
Updated Information see ISRA home page. 
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